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The goal of oral history, one authentic procedure of
historians-at-work, is to create documents which otherwise
would not be available. Oral history is more than a research
tool, howo.er. it is also a productive and interesting proce-
dure for classroom teachers.

Across the nation, increasing numbers of teachers and their
students are using oral history techniques during portions of
the school year. The oral history process has been used, in
fact, in classrooms at every school level elementary, sec-
ondary, college, and university. While some schools have
developed full-blown projects including publications, most
classroom efforts are smaller in scale. This "How-To-Do-lt"
booklet is designed to !reli.) social studies teachers make
practical decisions about using oral history with students. It is
based on an understanding of the real constraints of real
classrooms.

Two major commitments about oral history and classroom
teaching are explicit in this guide. First, student learning is
more productive and more fun when students are active
rather than passive. Oral history is useful in helping students
find that -the stuff- of history is everywhere around them.
Engaging in a search for explanations ar.d descriptions relat-
ing to important local matters is satisfying and increases
personal meanings. Some of these meanings relate to sub-
stantive historical knowledge; for example, construction of a
highway (and traosportation system), commtmication of na-
tional election results before and after the development of
television, and the effects of wartime on a particular family.
Other meanings relate to the essential methodology of his-
tory; for example, the necessity of using incomplete data and
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2 ORAL HiSTORY iN THE CLASSROOM

is "raw," albeit personal and quite valuable. it is likely that it
-will be a major source of histixicai inquiry, in the classroomthe hazards of genetalizatkio a particular importance is

that oral history .can be stimulating, exciting, and fun for
students. Their' active participation takes them "into the
field." They meet people they do not know. Their work
"counts"; it is not just "checked?'

Second, students can create useful documents as they

learn about their past. Classroom orili history efforts continue
to prciduce important, even impressive, documentation; for
example, eyewitness accounts of a strike or of events during a
presidentianhauguration. These oral histories make avail-
able recollections, insights, and perceptions that others may

use. Classroom oral history is not restricted to the individual
. classroom or a particular set of students. The accumulated

oral histories ("memoirs") constitute an invaluable archival
source about loCal cominunities and institutions, and they
may well be useful in settings beYond the local scene.

° Documents produced by students, therefore, may be seen as

legitimate historical documents. Classroom oral history in-
volves students in the larger historical enterprise.

A few practical suggestions are presented here. They may
suve as reminders as teachers plan to use oral history in their

own classrooms.
Ora/ history is not just a person with a tape recorder. A

tape recorder and tape are important, but oral history em-
phasizes planning prior to interviewing. What is the purpose
of this interview? Which person is likely to be an important
informant? How reliable is memory and, especially, the
memory of a specific individual? How can we secure the
information the individual possesses? What questions willtap
into memory and sustain reminiscences? Into what local or
national (or ioternational) context does the projected liter-
view fit?-The actual interview needs a tape recorder con-
trolled by a knowledgeable interviewer.

Oral history need not be transcribed to be useful. Ours is
mainly a print culture. Consequently, most people will be
most comfortable with oral histories transferred from tape to
transcript. Transcription can be expensive and time-
consuming. Trade-offs obvioUsly must be anticipated when
transcription is coniidered, whether as an entire recording or
only as sections. One crucial advantage of the oral history
record is that it is oral. It is part of the oral, not print, tradition;
and reduction to print destroys much of the value, and
accuracy, of the original recording. Many oral history pro-
grams, particularly those in Canada and the United Kingdom,
do not transcribe. Clearly, oral history documents need not
be transcribed to be useful.

Classroom oral history need not be a BIG project. Several
school projects in oral history or cultural journalism, particu-
larly the widely published ones such as Foxfire, have been
large-scale endeavors. Some have incorporated oral history

-into classwork throughout the year and have involved many,
if not all, students enrolled. Most successful classroom oral .

history efforts have not been as large. Some emphasize oral
histdry for only a short tinfe, perhaps for only one period or
several periods during the year. Some use oral history com-
ponents for a special emphasis. Realistically, we recommend
that teachers should consider gaining experience with oral
history in a rather highly focused study extending over a-
relatively short time. With teachers who -have experience,
longer and/or mare comprehensive projects may be underta-

ken with confidence:.
Oral history is not the final product of history. The oral

history document (whether tape or manuscript) is a source for

history, typically not history itself. Oral history is subject to
the same hiStoriographic canons as are other documents. For
example, how reliable is the information? To what extent
does it have external and internal validity? How can this

information be related to other information available through
oral history and other procedures? The oral history document

Getting Started and Continuing in Oral History

The next two sections contain numerous pfactical suiges-
tions for beginning and continuing classroom oral history
projects. The first section concentrates on ideas or focus. ft
describes examples of program elements that teachers have
found to work. Further, It relates these to categories of oral
history emphases. The second section attends to specific
questions about equipment, planning, and procedures.

Where Do I Begird
. By the late 1970s, the popular succeSs of :be Foxfire books,
thebral histories of Studs Terkel (Working), and the book and
television special "Roots" had stimulated a wave of oral
history projects in public schools in the United States. This
development seems a true grass-roots phenomenon in social
studies education. Existing projects vary enormously in
scope, ranging from minor student assignMents in family
biography to such ambitious endeavors as the student oral
history journals Fcudire (Rabun Gap, Georgia), Salt (Ken-
nebunk, Maine), and Bittersweet (Lebanon, Missouri). From
nfodest origins, these journals have grown to explore new
and innovative relationships between school and community
and to reach ultimately a national audience in the form of
book compilations by'commercial publishers. Foxfire, Salt,
and Bittersweet may be likened to the oak tree that is
potentiatly foreshadowed in the single acorn of the individual
classroom project.

Modest or ambitious, large or small, existing classroom
oral history projects have certain common denominators,
factors that are implicit in the program suggestions sum-
marized below. In virtually every case, the projects involve
students in fieldwork within their families, ethnic groups, and
home communities. Utilizing the field research strategies of
participant observation and the structured or unstructored
interview, students are introduced to the research procedures
which underlie several of the "fieldwork" social sciences
including sociology, anthropology, folklore, and political
science, as well as oral history.

Study of the local community involves students in the
exploration of a social world that is seen rather than unseen,
close rather than far, personal rather than impersonal. As
such, the classroom oral history projects offer a useful
alternative to the usual textbook approaches to teaching
social studies. After all, "local history" is the history in which
students are directly involved and with which they have
direct experience. Classroom projects in oral hjstory can
develop a personal motivation for studying the past. As Carl
Becker suggested long ago in Everyman His Own kiistarian,
the mosfcompelling motivation for the pursuit of history is to

answer a basic personal question: "Who am I?" These
projects involve students in working out an answer to this
question particularly in the personal quest for a "personal
past" within the general areas of family, ethnic group, and
community history. It is hoped that these projects can awa-
ken students to the realization that history is all around them
and as close as their own grandpas ents. This is what William
Faulkner meant when he wrote: "The past is not 'dead'; it's
not even past."

(1) The Life History. Siudents might interview (and record)
relatives or non-relatives about their lives, and transcribe
these recordings. Many variations are possible here. These
life histories might be focused chronologically (a grand-
mother's memories of her childhood, a grandfather's ?rperi-
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ences in World War 10, or topically (a grandmother's or a
grandfather's life as a farmer, from earliest experiences to the
present day). The raw field-recordings could be submitted in
their original state, or selectively edited tape-to-tape in a
re-recording process utilizing a second tape recorder. The
interviews could be fully or selectively transcribed, and the
transcription could be edited into a coherent story by the
student historian. In its most ambitious form, the life history
might expand to incorporate documentary,and photographic
sources about the informant's life, and might imbed the
transcribed materials in a larger interpretive framework de-
rived far a general study c:if United States history during that
life'span. .

The life history has several advantages for an introductory
student project. It has a natural focus in its concentration
upon the individual life,. and (as suggested at'rove) it may be
approached at a variety of levels of sophistication. If tht.
student begins, Ss will most often be the case, with a relative
or some other person well known to her, she eases her way
through the Mitial anxieties that plague most would-be
fieldworkers.

(2) The Tamil , Histo .. As in the case of the individual
relative, t e stu ent s family is a natural focus for his or her
field retemrch, and again a wide range of projects is possible.

As their introductori tree larger family history assignment,
or as a romponent in such an assignment, students might talk
to the oldest members of their families and collect historical
traditions ot the greatest possible "time depth." This would
be a sort of "Rodts" assignment.

Matt4ials «rflected would be the oldest obtainable tradi-
tions about the family and where it came from the storie.,
told to students' grandparents by their grandparents. The idea
woHI he to explore tile ultimate limits of each family's
Isom ledge (0 it. own oral histories stork's, personal anec-
dcirtes, songs, traditions. For Alex I hiley, the author ot Roots.
ft ese were words and phrases from a West African language
aIid traditions about "an African."
; Another possibility would be a limited tSmily history that
txplored the family fortmes of one side of the student's
amity for two generations, and related this family experience

jto larger national development4 during the period. Limiting
himselt or herself to one parent and that wt of grandparents,
the student might follow a sequence involving: (a ) a review of
general national developments OVer the decades covered, (b)
a study of family documents and photographs derived from
that period, (c) interviews with the parents, grandparents (and
other reiatives aunts, uncles, etc.), kil transcription of the
interviews, arid (e) use of all these primary source materials
for the compilation of a coherent family history covering
these two generations.

There are, of course, many other possibilities for the
classroom family history project. In a more unstructured
assignment, the student might become the "familyiarchivist,"

--and-create. a historical inventory of family documents and
photographs; then the student could go on to tapelecOrd
older family .members for other data to include in the
archives.

(3) Secial Oral History firojects: Beyond the life history and
the-Tamily history, there is a wide range of options for the
classroom oral history project; some of these are briefly
suggested below.

Examining the local effects of national and international
events (hypotheses (esting). Students might generate testable
hypotheses from their textbook study of national or interna-
tional events and then go out into the local community to test
the fit between that "big picture" history and the perceptions
and experiences of local folks. In terms of the larger historical

framework, the Great Depression was an era of hard titrieS
and social disorder, but what was the experience of this
community? Such testing can assist students to determine the
validity of descriptions of etrents.

Chronicling local events from oral sources. Stu'dents
might embark on the study of a variety di"significant events"
in community history. Every community experiences its share
of these historical turning points -events that most older
persons remember as meaningful, vivid, and important.
These might be a famous murder or murder trial, the day the
community first voted "dry" (or "wet"), a natural (flood,
tornado) or an economic disaster (the failure of cotton
agriculture, the dosing of the steel mill, etc.). Students would
choose one of these events for study, interview older family
members Snd others about it, and then attempt to reconcile
the ccinflicting testimonies Io arrive at. an interpretation of
"what leally happened." Since, for most communities,
community history stilt remains to be written, such research
by students stiould be regarded (and conducted) with some
seriousness. The findings may help the members of a com-
munity to understand better their own attitudes and their
actions.

In a variation of the above, students might collect oral
testimonies on a variety of recent events in the community,
and compose from those taped materials theiormal histories
of these events. Student activities would thus merge the roles
of historian and newspaper reporter.

Compiling histories of local institutions/organizations.
Using both documentary and oral sources, students might
compile the history or histories of a variety of local institu-
tions. These might include churches, schools, voluntary
organizations, and neighborhoods. Such institutions form a
natural focus for student fieldworkind students might
interview both past and present participants in them.

fsploring took-% in community so( ial hi±tory. students
might choose to research any of an almost limitless number
of topical alternatives in community social/cultural history.
The various loxfire books illustrate the range of possible*
options here: hunting stories, farming practices, technologi'es
(ski) ls. tra(Ies, occupations, processes), beliefs about ghosts,
birth/com ing-of-age/marriage/burial customs, recipes, food
preservation, folk remedies, and "hos. to do it" sihjects of
many kinds. This is the "past culture of the community" in
the anthropologist's sense; it is social history to a historian.

Again, many variations are possible. A single student could
collect a variety of oral testimonies mi.) given topic (folk
remedies), or the whole class could become involved in
collecting materials on that topic. Telephone interviews can
also be useful. Students might work on "then/now" essays
("courtship and marriage, then and now" or "roles of womgen
and men, then and now"), which would take advantage of
students' knowledge of how such things are presently being
done, and then go on to explore how the same matters were
handled in their parents' and grandparents' day. The students
develop skills of research and "learn by doing," and their
final products are of value to the community.

Finally, in the multicultural communities, such topical
studies could focus upon ethnic variations in the patterns
studied ethnic differences in child-rearing practices, cele-
brations, burials, folk medicine, and others. In a multicultural
community, the study of topics in local social history is also,
by necessity, "ethnic studies," and a classroom project may
choose to capitalize upon that fact. Students who live in
more homogeneous :ommunities should also be Riven op-
portunities to participate in projects in multicultural com-
munities...
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.proirct they wish to embark. upon the target group from
--which the materials will be collected, and the kinas or

materials they wish to collect. The materials are then field-
recorded, brought to class, and compiled.

Some general categories of folklore are: ghost stories, tall
tales, riddles, jokes, skip-rope rhymes, weather signs, old
sayings, folk remedies, "luck" superstitions, Uraffitti, songs,

and animal lore. Project possibilities include: (a) students'
research among their famiIies to collect folklore from older
(and younger) family memlaers, especially -the grand-
parents -a "family folklore': project; (b) an emphasis upon
collectini folkloric materials from older (or.younger) mem-
bers of the different ethnic communitieslfor example, an
examination of the differences and similarities In Black,
Anglo and Mexican-American folklore); (c) students' collec-

of chil-'ren's folOore (skip-rope rhymes, riddles, etc.)
their younger brothers or sTsters; and (d) students'
lion of the current folklore of the students' peer groups

within the school. This might begin with what students in the
lass already know. for example, do stUdents know the story
bout the "dude who grew claws" (on a date, no less), or the

evil's appearance in the roadhouse"? (These are common

ies in the Texas public schools.) And this makes another

po t. folklore is not just "old stuff"; living folklore is (at
leas halfway believed in.

What Are the Products of Classroom Oral History?
At the beginning of this exploration. of "progrim sugges-

tions," several common denominators of the classroom oral

= history projects,were examined. Common factors were iden-

tified whicN lay beneath the surface diversity of these real

and suggested projects. Nearly all of the projects involve
students in field research enterprises within the local com-
munity, and, in sa doing, involve these students in a "per-
sonalized history," a quest for personal roots in family,
ethnic group, and community. A final common element of
these projects and, we believe, a critically important
one is that such projects are, in effect, "rear." Theyactually
do something. They can produce a tangible and socially
valuable product, and thiy explains their unique potential for
stimulating student enthusiasm and excitement.

In many communities, there is insufficient information
about local history, folklore, and political life. Classroom oral
history projects may be designed to do their part to remedy
this situation, and thereby generate a product that is socially
tiseful. Again, there are several possibilities.

(1) Curriculum Materials. One reason that "local history4 is

'10 often missing-from the :econdary school curriculum is the

nearly complete lack of curriculum materials about local
history. Many of the project ideas outlined above can pro-
duce materials of great usefulness to the teacher of social
studies, materials that may. serve to link textbook social
studies to the face-to-face reality of community social life, as
students themselves know arid experience it.

(2) Community Oral Wistory Archives. PerhaTK even more
important, the classroom oral history projects could result in
tapes, transcripts, photo archives, and other materials of great
interest and usefulness to persons in the local comm.- ity. In,
so doing, the classroqm project would function within the
area of "public history" to create a "usable past" for the
local community. There is evidently a widespread need at the

community level for materials relating to community history,
and there is usually no one to supply those materials. Indeed,
this thirst for "local history" is one of the explanations for,the
general success of the many student "Foxfire" publications
(see below). Even in the .case of communities which are
fortunate enough to possess a body of local historiography,
-this is often a highly selective and "lily-white" history that

Field Research in Community PoliticaUde. As previously
noted, the fieIcl research methodology d oral history
applicable to community study projects outside the area of
traditional higoty. lust as community history is the most
accessible hiNory for study via the cl;ssroom oral history
project, so are tO'forms and processes of comthunity politi-.
cal life most actefsible to field study by the political science
class.

There are many possible.projects for, getting the political
science class out of the classroom and into the political
"field," among which we suggest the following:

Study of focal campaigns and elections. Stucients might

combine interviewing and participant observztion in the
study pf a local election campaign in process; that is, as i
happens. Students who collected Taterials in the field mig
then he debriefed in -class dn a weekly basis. Materials
collected could be used as basic data for a class analysis of

the campaign.
Life history studies of local politicians. Students mi t do

life history studies of.the active "c. ants i itical

life, including both incumbents and pers ns presently "on
the outside." a

Structure of low! politics. In a research project con-
cerned with determining the principal actors in the local
political scene, students might conduct interviews designed
to map a rough outline of the persons and groups actively and

recurrently involved iii local political life. Such a study could

focus on the formal outline, the political parties, and other
formal political organizations; and/or could delve into de
facto political groups informal chques, lobbies, etc.

Study of public political meetings. Here students might
analyze the process and substance of local political de-
cisionmakini as revealed in local, open-to-the public politi-
cal meetings (city council meetings, meetings of the county
commissioners, etc.). The meetings could be field-recorded
anddhen debriefed in class.

Political folkhoe. Students might record materiak for a
collection of folklore of community political life. These might
include political jokes, stories 'about local and national
political figures, and political songs and sayings.

Local political controversies. Students might interview a
variety of parties on various sides of present-day local
political is'sues. Students could try to integrate these cooflict-

ing and often emotional testimonies and arrive at some
balanced view of the issue.

Local political roles. Students might interview present
and past political officeholders to gather data about hor, they
view their office, its purpose, powers, limitations, respon-
sibilities, and problems. Such a study might focus -on "role
variation" (i.e., the different ways present county commis-
sioners view their role), or on "role change" (i.e., the
difference between how a she..ff of the 1930s and the.present

sheriff see thbir office).

(51 Field Research in Community Folklore. In an enterprise
closely linked to the study of community social history,
students In social studies or English classes might locate,
record, transcribe, and analyze a variety of folkloric materials
(stories, songs, sayings, jokes, riddles, legends, superstitions,
etc.) from their peers, families, ethnic groups, and the com-
munity at large.

Folklore is the "verbal folk art" of the community, which is

transmitted orally, person-to-person, and is not written down.
It varies from ethnic group to ethnic group and from genera-
tion to geneFation (students, for example, have their own
folklore). Students and teacher decide what kind of folklore

Q
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,.....negleas the- hi,torical contributions of Blacks, Mexican-
Americans, and otf.:./. minorities. Te student project may
generate materials that help to fill is historical gap. This
local histqry collection could be ased in the community
library or at a local college Of univ ity, and it might serve as
a tangible reminder to successive gnerations of students that
their labors, and the products of t ose labors, were not just

t. "for drill" but "for real."

(31A Foxfire-eonc oumal. Finally, student oral histoiy
profedsnighf cu minate m the publication of a student
journal of oral history, folklore, and folkli(e patterned upon
the journal. Foxfire. Some seventy of these student publica-
tions are now in production within secondary schools in the
United States, Despite the obvious,difficulties of researching
.and producting such a journal within the real world of the
public school, Ow Foxfire-pattern has spread far and wide
across the United States, and even abroad. Most of these
journals are self-supporting thy way of over-the-counter and
subscription salesl; and some, like Salt and Bittersweet, are
joiningt mike itself in the pleasant position of extreme fiscal
solvency. Foxfire's annual book royalties now are a consider-
able sum.

Launching an Oral History Projeti

Launching a classroom oral history project requires careful
planning. Inevitably, questions of "hciw" become very im-
portant. How do I get started? What kind of equipment is

needed? How do I conduct the interview? What have others
done?

-The following section builds upon the accumulated ex-
perience of working ?rat historians and clasroom teachers.
It; suggestions have worked for many people. local cir-
cumstances and sk!rldividual interviewees and interviewers
should be expected to yield local variations. 'Nevertheless,
the categories 9f Suggestions below constitute a good initial
point for teachers who want to get started in history.

What Equipment Do I Need?
Many oral history programs use reel-to-reel tape recorders

- to ensore the best possible recording. School programs, on
the other hand, often find cassette tape recorders easier to
use. A cbssette tape recorder can be used with great success if
a few simple rules are observed.

1. Use the best equipment available. Poor quality recording
equipmeni produces poor quality recordings.

2. Use a high-quality, thirty-minute cassette tape. The forty-
five minute ipt ,. side cAsette tate may be too thin,
depending on the brand used.

3. Use an external microphone, preferably dual lavalier
microphones, to get the miciophone as 'close to the
speaker as possible, (Built-in micLophones, in contrast,
often pick up recorder noises.)

4. Try to arrange an interview setting which is as quiet as
possible.

Do 1 Need a Legal Release?
A legal release is necessary to clarify the conditions under

which a tape-recorded interview is made. Generally, indi-
Iiiduals who agree to an ,interview are willing to give the
school the contents of that interview. However, some people
are legitimately concerned about being quoted out of con-

Na,text, Of about being ma, de to appear fooksh or uneducated. A
legal release can help avoid such misunderstandings. While
a sample release fond is included, the final form should be
cleared with a school district legal officer. The release form
should include a place for restrictions ar special conditions
attached to a particular interview. Some interviewees may
wish to review the tape prior to release. Some interviewees
may wish to read the transcript. Others may simply want to
see any matecial whiap is placed in the public domain.

6

Sample Release Form

Date.

I hereby give to (Name or Schoul)
for whatever scholarly or educational purposes may be
determined, the tape recordings, transcriptions, and content5
of this oral history interview.

Signature of fnterviewee Signature of Interviewer

Name

Address

Special Restrictions:

Name

What Are My Responsibilities and Obligailons?
Anyone participating in an oral history project invariably

deals with human beings talking about themselves, their
rrailtiesdand triumphs. There is an obligation to be sensitive
to that prson's need to not be embarrassed, and to trust both
the interviewer and the aims of the project. Oral history is a
very personal ex`perience, one.that affects both interviEwee
and interviewer. The Oral History Association has a set of
guidelines which provide direction for any oral history
project. Those guidelines may be obtained from the Associa-
tion (see address on p. 7) or from the aathors of thii booklet.

What Abnut Record-keeping and Storage?
As an oral history project gets underway, tapes begin to

accumulate faster than one c,an keep track of them. Record-
keeping, thus, is an important part of any oral history project.
The best recording in the world is of little value if it is lost.

The interviewer should do two things. First, clearly label
each tape with the name of the interviewee, date, nzme of the
interviewer, and tape number if there is more than one tape.
Secorid, each interviewer should fill out an interview data
sheet in'order to preserve details about interviewee and the
interview itself. A sample data sheet is reproduced-on the
next page.

Once tapes are brought back to the classroom from the
field, they should be logged in.some master fife. The taPe5
may then be stored. Ideal storage conditions of constant
temperature and humidity are generally not possible for most
school projects. However, tapes should be protected from
extreme ttmperature variation.
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the kind of, material which they need to colleci in their
interviews. Are life histories the foa.6, fOi eiamplet Oriare ,

the project participants seeking only Specific experiences
during World War

In addition to understanding the piojects,.studen% should
also have some historical framework in. which to ask ques-
tions. An interview with a woman who was a housewife
during.World_War Ills &ally enhanced if die irverviewer
knows something about rationing for civilians during the .war.

Once the interviewer understands the goals of the project
and the historical framework, the real training begins,. The ,
teacher might start by asking the class to generate a list of
possible interview questions. These questions should be
open-ended,illowing the interviewee to respond fully. This
interview guide must not be used mechaniplly. The guide is.
not a list of questions to be worked through, after which the_ _-
interview is over; it is only a listing of the areas to be covtred.
However, sometimes some preplannetquestlops used with
follow-up questions make students more comfortable in .

initial interview situations.
Students should have opportunities to practice before the

interviews begin. Students could begin by interviewing one
another or a family member. Role-playing might be. used to
help students avoid difficulties, such as initial shyness. Any
student who interviews should also be asked to listen to early
interviews to help improve Liter interviews. Sample inter-
views could be brought to class as a review aetivity.

Often, students feel more comfortable in an interview
situation if someone else is along. Some teachers send out
interviewing teams, usually composed of two persons. The
advantage to having two persons at an interview is that one,
as principal interviewer; can focus on the substance of the
interview; while the second student keeps track of rapes,
takes photographs, or tries to ensure optimum coniiitions for
the interview.

Each tape, should begin with an introduction identifying
interviewee, interviewer, date, location, and subject_of the
interview. A checklist for each interviewer helps standardize
the introduction. The introduction might appear as follows:..

Oral fistory Data Sheet

Interviewee

Address

Phone

(zip)

Date of Birth
0

Place of Birth

Date of Interview

Place of Interview
a

InteNewer

Number of Tapes Iterview Status: Completed 0
In Progress 0

What About Transcripponl
Transcription is not a necessary requireMent for a success-.

ful oral history program. However, some programs need a
transcribed copy for publication or other purpofats.

Transrription is often the most difficult dimension ot oral
hiStory projects. Collecting interviews is relatively easy com-
pared to the .p[oblems surrounding transcription. Many
school programs use students to transcribe. The best trans-
criber is the interviewer himself. The interviewer not only
understandslhe c-ontext of remarks; he or she also can learn

-about his or!ler interviewing style from reviewing previous
interviews. Another way to provide transcripttong at small
cost is through some coqperative arrangemeot with a typing
teacher who desires trarlqription practice for his or her
students. Commercial transcription it: also available; but
usually at prohibitive cost.

Transcriptions, while laborious and expensive, can reveal
inadequacies in the interview technique. If more than two
people -tare involved in an interview, transcription is made
more difficult. The quality of a recording affects the ability to
transcribe it successfully. Most importantly. a transcription
points out poor questioning technique. Did the interviewer
.phrase the question clearly? Was the interviewee asked to
expand on his or her remarks? Did the intetvieW wander back
and forth, without apparent direction?

Once transcription is accomplished, the transcript may be
used in a Foxfire-type publication. The material might simply
be put in the library resource material. Copies of the original..
taw might also be used in thelibrary as a local resource for
other students. Other teachers, whom the teacher of the oral
history class hik, alerted to the existence of the material.
might wish to use tran'scriptions or tape segments in their
classrooms.

Hew Do Students Learn To Interviewt
The interview situation provides one of the greatest single

opportunities for student learning. Interviewing must be
approached carefully if valuable interview* are toresult. Thr
most important key to successful interviewing Is training,

Training for interviewing begins by ensuring that students
understand the goals of the project. If students are involved in
the selection of a project, they will be better acquaihted with

This is an oral history interview with
(interviewed

conducted by on at
ti ntei viewer) (date) (location)

The subject of this interview is

The checklist might also remind the interliiewer about the
legal agreement, recording level, or other easily forgotten
matters.

When the interviewer begins the interview, she or -he
should test the equipment with a short recording in the
presence of the interviewee. Such a prOcedure eliminates the
horlor story of a beautiful interview which is somehow
inadvertently never recorded because the tape recorder was
not working. In addition, testing seems to relax some inter-

viewees.
Interviewing, as your, students will find out, is interesting

and difficult work. The Interviewer must be attentive towhat
is being said, listeging for clues to follow-up questions or
hearing omissions Which can NI filled in later. The inter-
viewer must also indicate by eye contact, nodding, and
making appropriate comments to keep the speaker talking -
that she, or he is listening. At the same time that the
interviewer is listening carefully and showing that she or he is
doing so, the interviewer is also formulating new questions
and ensuring that the interview iS progiessing well. Interview-
ing is like performing in all three rings of a circus at tbe
same lime1

*#
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This selected bibliography should be of direct assistance to

teachers, Item listed here elaborate on ideas presented in this
400klet.

Review of Projects
1. Crowder, W.W., "Oral History Projects in the Social Studies

Field,';Edecation 89 (1969): 327-328.
2. Mehaffy, George 1.. and T12ad Sitton, "Oral History Tells Its Owo

Story: The Development of the Loblolly Project," Social Studies
68 (1977): 231-235.

3. Neuenschwander, John, Johnye Mathews, and Tarn Charlton,
"The Use of Oral History in Teaching: A Report of the 1974
Survey," The Oral History Review 1975: 59-67.

4. Reynolds, Sherrod, 'Golden Hindsight, Homespun, Lagniappe et
al.," Teacher 96 (March 1979): t8-71.

5. Sitton, Thad, "The Descendants of Foxfire," The Oral History
Review 1978: 20-35.

6. Sitton, Thad, "The Fire That Lit Up Learning," Teacher 96 (March
1979): 65-67. .

Methodoloff
1. Baum, Willa K., Oral History for the Local Historical Society,

Nashville, Tennessee; Americzn Association for State and Local
History, 1971.

2. Cutler, William, Eliot Wigginton, Barbara pGallant, and Zaward
lye.. "Oral History as a Taxsching Tool," Oral History Revfew
1971: 30-35.
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3. Mehaffy, George L. and Thad Sitton, "Oral History: A Strategy that
Works," -octal Education,41 (1977): 378-381.

4. Nelson, M.R. and H.W. Singleton, "Using Oral History in the
Social Studies CISssroom," Clearinshouse 49 (1975): 89-93.

5 Pennsylvania Department of Education, Oral Hi5tOry: What?
Why? When?. Division of Art and Humanities, Bureao of
Curriculum Services, Pennsylvania Department of Education,
1975,

6. Shuwmay, Gary.(eti.), A Guide for Oral History Prwranis, Fulknly 11,
California:,California -State University, 1974.

7. Sullivan, Margaret, "Into COmmunity Classrooms: Another Use
for Oral .History," Oral 'History Reviesy 1974.

8. Wigginton, Eliot, Moments: The Foxfire Experience, kennebunk,
Maine; Ideas, Inc., 1975.

9. Wood, Pamela, You and Aunt Arie: A Guide to the Cultural
Journalism, Kemiebunk, Maine; Ideas, Inc., 1975.

Trapscriptio
1. Davis, alom et al., From Tapeto Type, Springfield, Illinois; Oral

History Office, Sangapen State University, 1975.
2. Deering, Mary Jo and Barbara Pomeroy, Transcription Without

Tears, St. Louis, Missouri; George Washington University,
1976.

3. One rich source of information on both techniques anti proiects is
the Oral History Association. For fnore information, write to
Ronald Marcella, Secietary/Trhasurer, North Texas"StAte Uni-
versity, P.O. 8o 13734. NTSU Station, Derton, Texas 76203.
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!b.',OTE: This How To Do it Notebook Series designed far a loose-leaf binder, provides a practical and Useful source of

classmom methods and techniques forelementary and secondary social studies teachert. The titles now available inieries 2 are:

Improving Reading Skills in Social Studies, Effective Use of films in Social Studies Classrooms, Reach for a Picture, Using

Questions in Social Studies. Architecture as a Primary Source for Social Studies and, Perspectives on Agiag. Price per copy,

$1.00. Quantity discounts: 10-49 copies, 10%; 50- 99 copies, 15%; 100 or more copies, 20%. Payment must accomwcylatlif

&den excep* those on official institutional purchase order foms. Order from the NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR THE

.STUDIES, 3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016.
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